Pygmalion- Basis for the movie "My Fair __"
Puss in __- Fairy tale about a scheming cat
__ of the Shrew- The story of Petruchio and Katherine
Shakespeare's play about a Danish prince
The consequences of King Herod's obsession
Long Day's Journey into Night or __ Cometh - Eugene O'Neill
Sleeping Beauty- Fairy tale about Princess __
Rex- A Greek tragedy about the fulfillment of prophecy
Tragic rise and fall of the Scotsman and his Lady
Great tragedy with the villain Iago
Samuel Beckett's play contemplating the mystery of life
The Importance of Being __ - Oscar Wilde
Cat On A Hot __ __ - Scheming for the family fortune
Tragic celebration of life and the magic of the mundane
Death of a __ - Tragic story of the disillusioned Willy Loman
Who's Afraid of __ Woolf?- A play about breaking illusions
Greek play with contempt for death and the fate that follows
J.M. Barrie's story of Neverland
Madness comes from your children, Shakespeare style
A __ Named Desire- Tennessee Williams play
__ Rita- A Professor and a Hairdresser finding themselves
A __ Night's Dream- Imaginative Fairy Tale
The Glass __ - A story about the loss of innocence
Madame __- Operatic Japanese tragedy of a mixed marriage
The __ __ - The mismatch of Felix and Oscar
Little Red __ __ - visiting the big bad wolf
Elizabethan comedy about the madness of love
Shakespeare's Star-crossed lovers